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(see page 146 for ML comments)
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±

8/15/76

11:35AM ATS 1.1 mg no effect.
11:20AM ATS 1.8 mg 1:00 eat lt. lunch 2:20 couple of light headed
twinges. n.e.
11:00AM ATS 2.0 mg n.e.
11:15AM ATS 3.0 mg 1:15 eat 4:00 some odd awareness? - motion in
or around Xerox machine? Certainly nothing at 6:00 n.e.
1:25PM ATS 4.0 mg 1:05 eyes unfocus?
to go on. by 2:00 nothing. n.e.

slight if any, curious

12:00 noon ATS 5.5 mg [3:00 - 4:00] maybe slight muscular
irritability, nothing central at all. [5:00] slight teeth rubby,
anorexia? 7:00 nothing. I imagined it all. n.e.

++or± 8/29/76

11:15AM [0:00] ATS 7.0 mg [0:55] twinge in shins [2:30] more or
less continuous threshold (?) speculate what 2x dose would have done!
[3:15] sound diarrhea and generalized prodromal signs, paraesthesia, a
nice apprehension. [5:00-6:00] things still might crawl! [7:15] I
could kid myself that the typewriter keys were crawling. It is now
midnight [12:00] and I am unsure that I am yet out of threshold, go up
with interest, but prepare for a long day. n.e.? possibly threshold?
probably threshold!
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±
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10/27/76

±

10:30AM [0:00] ATS 8.0 mg [2:15] most gentle of thresholds that's
all [4:30] same [8:30] gone.
10:55AM ATS 10 mg (50:50 didenpero ) - maybe light light-headed
threshold. nil. n.e.
10:00AM ATS 14 mg [0:00] [1:30] a little spacey. [1:45] to lunch.
I am in a threshold. Talk volubly [with] Barrett all afternoon, real
threshold to [6:00] able to drive home (photophobia from eye
infection) - I can easily go from one train of thought into thin air.
I must, to get to another, typically force myself to choose my words.
I would have liked to have been alone on the farm. evening french
lesson excellent [9:00-12:00]. The threshold lasted from [1:45] to
about [8:00]. No trace of MDMA window!! This is an interpretative
drug, not an ASC window! I must repeat and compare directly against
recent STP, DOET. There might have been unmask effects even at 7mg.

3/18/73 10 mg 9:33AM [0:00] [2:00] suppressing something? all afternoon some jaw tight? Only ± at most. In AM at [24:00] still a little
pop-eyed! But no trouble sleeping.

